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Book Descriptions:

Country flame harvester manual

FOR YOUR SAFETY Do not store or use gasoline or other flammables vapor or liquids in or around
the vicinity of this appliance. Installation and repair must be performed by a qualified service
agency. Always check with local jurisdiction or code agency before installing this product. Page 2
SAFETY NOTES The Harvester Model HR01 biomass fuel stove is significantly different from a
conventional woodburning stove. One major difference is that the HR01 requires a reliable source of
electrical energy to properly operate. The owner, installer, and operator must understand this
manual and read it in its entirety. This understanding should be completed and followed before
installation or operation of the HR01 is attempted. Page 3 WARNING Maintain all minimum safety
clearances of the Harvester stove and chimney system. Never install the Harvester in a sleeping
room. WARNING The Harvester is designed and approved for burning of number 2 yellow shelled
corns with a maximum moisture content of 14% or biomass pellet fuel. Any fuel used in this stove
must meet or exceed APFI standards. Do not burn untested fuels, seed corn, or foreign materials in
this product. Page 4 an over fire condition. The airtight seal of the ash pan door ensures a
combustion process per the stove design. CAUTION Operate the Harvester with the fuel hopper lid
closed at all times. Failure to keep the hopper lid closed during operation may result in the release
of combustion gasses into the home from the hopper under certain conditions. Maintain any hopper
seal in good condition and do not overfill the hopper.Page 8 FORWARD INTERNATIONAL ISSUES
Global concerns about climate change, along with rising world oil prices, are creating
unprecedented interest in the development of economical and convenient renewable energy fuel
burning products. For decades there has been a “grass roots” effort to utilize biomass feedstock as a
viable heating fuel.http://tunisie.mawarids.org/mpfiles/fisherbrand-finnpipette-ii-manual.xml
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Page 10 HARVESTER LIMITED WARRANTY continued c Warranty Service and Freight Costs.
Service on a Harvester Model HR01 will be provided by any Country Flame authorized dealer or
distributor. If there is no authorized dealer or distributor in the original retail purchaser’s area, the
original retail purchaser may notify Country Flame at 900 George Street, Marshfield, Missouri,
65706 of any defect by providing the following information 1. The Serial Number of the Harvester
Model HR01 2. Page 11 Place Stamp Here Country Flame Technologies A Division of American
Products, LLC 900 George Street Marshfield, MISSOURI 65706 Fold Here Name City Dealer
Dealer’s Name City Date of Purchase Model No. Address State Zip State Zip Serial No. Page 12 THE
HARVESTER OPERATION FEATURES Country Flame designed and built the Harvester stove to
burn 100% shelled corn. Unlike conventional pellet stoves, the Harvester is capable of handling
larger amounts of ash. This means the Harvester can burn corn, wood pellets, switchgrass pellets,
and other biomass fuel while not being choked out by ash. Country Flame customers who own the
Harvester claim they have successfully burnt a wide variety of different biomass fuels. Page 13
SAFETY FEATURES The Harvester comes standard with a number of advanced safety features;
however, the first step in ensuring maximum safety is to install the stove properly according to all
national and local codes. The Harvester requires a fresh air supply. This fresh air is used in the
combustion process to achieve thorough burn of all fuel. The Harvester needs a sealed and properly
designed “all fuel” vent system. Country Flame recommends number 2 yellow shelled corn be used
as fuel. This corn’s moisture content should be limited to no more than 14% moisture content.
Country Flame recommends corn fuel moisture content be maintained somewhere in the range of
10% to 12%.http://www.slezanie.eu/userfiles/fisherman-s-habit-fishfinder-manual.xml
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Upon reaching proper temperature, pressing the onoff button will cause the thermostat lights to
light up and cause the auger light to blink green and flash on and off corresponding to the feeding of
corn fuel into the burn pot. Each function of the Control Board is identified. Controls having more
than a single function are identified with asterisks. All control board functions are explained in
FIGURE 6. “IntelliChoice” Country Flame Logo, AC Power is present when logo is lit. When in the
prime mode the Thermostat lights will sequentially light from top to bottom simulating a “filling
action” of the auger tube. Page 20 In order to utilize the full capabilities of the Control Board, the
homeowner should be familiar with the backside of the Control Board. FIGURE 7 provides additional
information about the major components on the component side of the control board. Page 21
STOVE ELECTRICAL DIAGRAM FIGURE 8 provides the Harvester electrical schematic of the
components and sensors that are either operated or monitored by the Country Flame control board.
Please refer to this diagram when necessary. Page 24 INSTALLATION INSTALLATION
PREPARATION The first step is to ensure the Harvester has been installed properly. Improper
installation will create longterm operational and maintenance problems that will plague the
homeowner until corrected. If an exhaust vent system is run over ten feet, Country Flame
recommends a fourinch versus threeinch vent pipe be used in the exhaust vent system. Page 25
VENT SYSTEMS A Harvester must be vented into a non defective, clean, and properly lined masonry
chimney or must be installed using any one of a number of different manufacturer’s factorybuilt vent
pipe product. If a masonry chimney system is used, it must conform to all local building codes and
must be properly lined with an approved pellet all fuel stainless steel liner.

Page 26 ALCOVE INSTALLATION All freestanding Harvester stove models are approved for alcove
installation using doublewall Type L or Type PL UL listed vent systems. An alcove must not be
greater than four feet deep as measured from the alcove face wall to the alcove back wall. In
addition, the alcove must have at least seven feet of clearance when measured from the floor to the
alcove ceiling. Page 27 FLOOR PROTECTION REQUIREMENTS 1. All Country Flame freestanding
Harvester stoves require a listed floor protector that is noncombustible. Page 29 FIGURE 12
demonstrates a direct connect simplest vent system attached to a Country Flame Harvester. There
are a number of critical factors that need to be considered when using the direct connect method.
Page 30 FIGURE 14 VERTICAL VENT SYSTEM below grade INSTALLATION FIGURE 14
demonstrates a Harvester installed below grade such as in a nonwalkout basement. Do not
substitute an elbow of any angle in place of the clean out tee shown in FIGURE 14. Use of an elbow
will limit exhaust gasses and cause the combustion chamber to operate inefficiently. Page 31 Be fire
safe and maintain proper clearances to all combustibles from a pellet vent system. Always ensure
proper bracing and support for the pellet vent system and verify and conform to all local building



codes. Once installed, have the vent system inspected by a certified professional. A chimney
connector shall not pass through an attic, roof space, closet, floor, ceiling, or similar concealed
space. Page 32 MOBILE HOME INSTALLATION WARNING DO NOT INSTALL A COUNTRY FLAME
FREESTANDING HARVESTER STOVE IN ANY MOBILE HOME SLEEPING ROOM.This product has
a K equal to.27 and is a halfinch thick. Total thermal resistance should exceed 1.5 for any material
used to ensure proper thermal protection of a combustible wall. MOBILE HOME STOVE
ATTACHMENT 1. Install combustion air to the bottom of the stove as shown in FIGURE 18 in all
mobile home applications.
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The other end of the combustion air tube is installed through the mobile home floor. Page 34
FIGURE 16 MOBILE HOME LEG INSTALLATION BOLT PEDESTAL TO FLOOR FIGURE 17 MOBILE
HOME PEDESTAL INSTALLATION MOBILE HOME FLOOR PROTECTION 1. A mobile home floor
must be protected against stray sparks, radiant heat build up, or from damage during general use. 2.
This floor protection must meet certain minimum requirements as a thermal barrier. Calculations
are provided in this manual for determining if a floor protector meets minimum requirements for a
mobile home installation. 3. Page 35 defined for a specific model listed in this manual. In the event
there are floor protection questions, contact Country Flame or one of its local authorized dealers for
assistance. MOBILE HOME CHIMNEY AND DUCTS 1. ALL chimney connectors, parts, attachments,
and ducts should by TYPE L or PL rated vent. One of the UL 641 criteria is that a Type L or PL
chimney component withstands temperatures that do not exceed 570OF. Page 36 manufacturers for
the latest specifications and the cost of mobile home chimney system parts or a mobile home
chimney kit. Page 37 FIGURE 18 MOBILE HOME HARVESTER FREE STANDING VENT
INSTALLATION Version 2. Page 38 MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENTS GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
The Harvester Model HR01 has minimal maintenance requirements; however, failure to perform
cleaning or maintenance items will lead to degraded performance and potential safety hazards for
both the home and its occupants. The Harvester stove should not be operated routinely without
thorough monthly cleaning or more often depending on frequency of use. The three most common
maintenance chores will be a b c Refilling the hopper with fuel as needed. Page 39 STOVE DOOR
ADJUSTMENT The Harvester door may require fine adjustment due to variations in the door, the
gasket material, due to hinge wear, or to maintain a centeraligned appearance. The Harvester door
needs to remain airtight to ensure proper firebox operation.
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The Harvester door can be adjusted up or down and left or right with the adjustable hinge pins as
shown in FIGURE 19. The door gasket can also be adjusted to improve on the airtight fit. Page 40
the door glass. Removal of these glass retaining clips can be accomplished with household tools.
Order the necessary replacement screws or glass clips when ordering glass to ensure worn parts are
replaced. Page 41 APPENDIX A TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE Shut off the power to the unit and
allow it to cool off when performing cleaning and maintenance. Ignition Fuel PROBLEM SOLUTION
The Stove power indicator does not flash red. Stove does not switch on Check the power supply.
Page 42 APPENDIX A TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE Firepot Lid Lifts during the lighting cycle. Page
43 APPENDIX B MAINTENANCE GUIDE Shut off the power to the unit and allow it to cool off when
performing cleaning and maintenance. Regular Cleaning Removing and cleaning the Firepot
Removing “Clinkers” Soot and Flyash Build Up Thorough Cleaning Cleaning the Heat Exchanger.
Version 2.0b 43 The firepot can be removed for cleaning by loosening the bolt holding the stirring
rod in place. Slide the keeper sleeve off of the gear shaft exposing the connector piece. Inspecting
the Door Gasket Version 2.0b 44 CONT’D To clean glass, use a mild nonabrasive cleaner when the
stove and glass are cool. Creosote builds up on glass quickly when fire is burned at lowest settings.
Remove the door gasket you may need to use pliers and then remove the glass retaining clips and
remove glass. Strip off old gasket around glass and clean glass well. Clean out old stove gasket
material from gasket track. Approaching the control panel two red lights should be illuminated.
During the cool down phase the room, exhaust, and stir pot motors will be operated at high speed.
The auger motor will cease to operate thereby ensuring minimal time for the burn phase to be
extinguished.
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The prime state is utilized only for filling the auger with fuel and can only be utilized from an “off
state.” The Manual Stir Control can only be operated during two states a when the system is
shutdown, and b when the system is in the startup phase. The purpose of the manual stir control is
to allow the operator to position the stir rod for easy removal in order to enhance routine cleaning or
maintenance during the shutdown phase. Page 50 APPENDIX E COMBUSTION BASICS An
understanding of Combustion Basics will assist in resolving problems with a variety of fuels,
changing product and environmental conditions during the operational life of a stove. Just exactly
what are pellet or corn stove products suppose to do.To sustain combustion, the heat evolved must
maintain this temperature to provide a constant supply of vapors. Excess Air Any air added to the
combustion process above the theoretical value defined as 100% efficiency. A combustion system
operated exactly at the peak burn efficiency ratio has a high probability that some of the oxygen in
the combustion air will not get paired up with the fuel. Page 52 The obvious advantage of wood
pellets over conventional chopped wood logs is the consistency of the fuel both from a size and
moisture content. Thus, wood pellets burn more efficiently than their log counterparts. The heat
generated in the burn process, once combustion is achieved, sustains the process as more fuel is
added. As the gases burn, the pellet stove’s firebox temperature can reach up to 2000o Fahrenheit.
The obvious advantage of corn fuel is it is Nature’s palletized fuel. Page 53 As a final note, the four
basic stages of wood burning are a Up to 212o F the wood is boiling of the moisture.The wood will
simply seem to disappear. Very little energy is released in these first two stages and external energy
must be applied to sustain any combustion that is occurring. Installation and repair must be
performed by a qualified service agency.

Always check with local jurisdiction or code agency before installing this product. Local jurisdiction
may require a permit prior to installation. Next The airtight seal of the ash pan door ensures a
combustion processVersion 2.0b 5TABLE OF CONTENTS.6. Page 7 PELLET ALL FUEL VENT
SYSTEMS.28Service on a Harvester Model HR01 will beUnlike conventional. Page 13 BATTERY
BACKUP SYSTEMS SAFETY FEATURES. The Harvester comes standard with a number of advanced
safety features; however, the first step in ensuringThe Harvester Model HR01 was designed to burn
multiple types of fuel, including corn, switch grass andEach function of the Control Board isFIGURE
8 provides the Harvester electrical schematic of the components and sensors that are
eitherImproper installation will createA Harvester must be vented into a non defective, clean, and
properly lined masonry chimney or must be. Page 26 ALCOVE INSTALLATION ALCOVE
INSTALLATION. All freestanding Harvester stove models are approved for alcove installation using



doublewall Type LHarvester installations requiring a connection from the product through a
combustible wall requireHarvester. There are a number of. Page 30 FIGURE 14 VERTICAL VENT
SYSTEM below grade INSTALLATION. FIGURE 14 demonstrates a Harvester installed below grade
such as in. Page 31 OUTSIDE AIR COMBUSTION Be fire safe and maintain proper clearances to all
combustibles from a pellet vent system. AlwaysPage 32 MOBILE HOME CLEARANCES MOBILE
HOME INSTALLATIONManville’s CERAFORM 126 is an example of an approved insulated wall
protector. ThisPage 34 MOBILE HOME FLOOR PROTECTION FIGURE 16 MOBILE HOME LEG
INSTALLATIONIn the event there are floor protectionPage 36 manufacturers for the latest
specifications and the cost of mobile home chimney system parts or aPage 37 FIGURE 18 MOBILE
HOME HARVESTERThe Harvester door may require fine adjustment due to variations in the door,
the gasket material, due. Page 40 GASKET REPLACEMENT the door glass.
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Removal of these glass retaining clips can be accomplished with household tools. Order thePage 41
APPENDIX A TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE APPENDIX A TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE. Shut off the
power to the unit and allow it to cool off when performing cleaning. Page 42 APPENDIX A
TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE CONT’D APPENDIX A TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE CONT’DPage 43
APPENDIX B MAINTENANCE GUIDE APPENDIX B MAINTENANCE GUIDE. Shut off the power to
the unit and allow it to cool off when performing cleaning. Page 44 APPENDIX B MAINTENANCE
GUIDE CONT’D APPENDIX B MAINTENANCE GUIDE CONT’DPage 46 APPENDIX C TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS APPENDIX C TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONSPage 47 BURN PHASE APPENDIX D
HARVESTER THEORY OF OPERATIONPage 48 SYSTEM MAINTENANCE APPENDIX D THEORY OF
OPERATION cont’dPage 50 APPENDIX E COMBUSTION BASICS APPENDIX E COMBUSTION
BASICS. An understanding of Combustion Basics will assist in resolving problems with a variety of
fuels,Temperature The temperature required to ensure the release of flammable vapors. To
sustainPage 52 The obvious advantage of wood pellets over conventional chopped wood logs is the
consistency of thePage 54 REPLACEMENT PARTS APPENDIX F REPLACEMENT PARTS. For a
better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. It may not display
this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. It simply keeps
going back into highway mode which the manual says means it encountered an unknown state. The
auger is working, the blowers work.the vaccum is clear The fuses seem to be ok. Has anyone ever
seen this error message or have an idea what may be the cause.If they can toss a message they
could also dump state. If they can toss a message they could also dump state.Please tell me what you
think!! Some stoves have issues if they get a call for heat while in shutdown and their actions are not
consistent.

BANGLENHOSPITAL.COM/UserFiles/File/canon-mp190-manual-free.pdf

Some abort the shutdown and go into start up, and thus try to light a new fire through a bed of ash
which may or may not work. If wire connections arent tight funny things happen, but a state dump
would clear that up. Ill poke around a bit when I get a chance, looks like this is a catch all error. One
thing is certain she needs to find out if there is an updated controller and software for the stove, if
there is it should be installed. Multiple switch state changes could also cause problems. Both what
leds and what they mean. This is like unspecified syntactical errors issued by old compilers before
they crashed back in the days. I thought we were further along than that in the art. Some stoves
have issues if they get a call for heat while in shutdown and their actions are not consistent. Some
abort the shutdown and go into start up, and thus try to light a new fire through a bed of ash which
may or may not work. If wire connections arent tight funny things happen, but a state dump would
clear that up. Ill poke around a bit when I get a chance, looks like this is a catch all error. One thing
is certain she needs to find out if there is an updated controller and software for the stove, if there is
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it should be installed. Multiple switch state changes could also cause problems.I will ck on if there is
a TStat. There is no thermostat and the Loop fuse is good. There is no thermostat and the Loop fuse
is good.Further there is mention of custom programing possibilities, but no mention of what for
except the AES tech person should become familiar with them. It might be time for an email to the
folks at AES asking for that information. They have a pile of stuff on their website to go through.
This was hiding under the international bulletins. This was hiding under the international bulletins.It
is most likely the room air snap disk with a clogged vacuum if the stove has been operating properly.
This is helpful from that link.

Thanks To clear the highway patrol mode Hold the blue, red and start buttons at the same time.
Unplugging the unit will not clear the highway patrol mode. This is a tough one. Do you know it
there is a jumper when there is no thermostat and where that is connected. Also found this in the old
manual that Lisa stated she saw in her manual. So it must be the older 2009 model HIGHWAY
PATROL MODE When all Control Panel lights are flashing on and off, this indicates that the Product
has an encountered an unknown state. Nothing more, nothing less. The purpose of these flashing
lights is to alert the home owner or the service technician that the stove operation ended out of
sequence, ran out of fuel, or encountered a power interruption that the Control System could not
recover from. This was hiding under the international bulletins.It is most likely the room air snap
disk with a clogged vacuum if the stove has been operating properly. This is a tough one. Do you
know it there is a jumper when there is no thermostat and where that is connectedI really dont want
to go looking without being certain of the date of manufacture for the stove Lisa has, there are a
couple of different manuals and there is even a long list of modifications that were to be made.
There was also a problem with overheating shutting down the stoves, it was a case of the stove being
installed such that the heated air got sucked back through the stove do to insufficient air flow
around the stove. I think I found the Blue, Red and start buttons. To clear the highway patrol mode
Hold the blue, red and start buttons at the same time. Unplugging the unit will not clear the highway
patrol mode. The LED display is shown in the older 2009 model manual and prior years model!!
Older model control panel is on right in pics below! But what or where are the Blue, Red and start
buttons. To clear the highway patrol mode Hold the blue, red and start buttons at the same time.

Unplugging the unit will not clear the highway patrol mode. But what or where are the Blue, Red
and start buttons. To clear the highway patrol mode Hold the blue, red and start buttons at the same
time. Unplugging the unit will not clear the highway patrol mode. I will talk to her after her supper.
So it is possible a plugged vacuum line can cause this error. Also the TStat connects to the Molex
Connector on the control board in this Model so there may be a jumper on the connector that is
faulty when ther is no TStat or if there is a TStat with no Swing Setting that can also cause this
error. See wiring Below Thanks Smokey for your help!! Thanks Smokey for your help!!I will talk to
her after her supper. So it is possible a plugged vacuum line can cause this error. Also the TStat
connects to the Molex Connector on the control board in this Model so there may be a jumper on the
connector that is faulty when ther is no TStat or if there is a TStat with no Swing Setting that can
also cause this error. See wiring BelowThere should be a jumper for the TStat connection on the
back of the stove. The jumper wire is in a molex type plug and plugged into the back. Something to
check for this error. Having a pic helps. See connector on back of stove in 1st pic and LED readout
chip on back of control panel in second pic. See front of control panel in 3rd pic. Click on pics to
enlarge See yellow arrows. I did the required test on the vacuum switch and Bingo, the stove went
into start mode.Move the bottom wire to the middle terminal and then try to start stove. If it goes
into start mode Vacuum switch is bad. Hope this helps some people. By continuing to use this site,
you are consenting to our use of cookies. There are, however, a few insider secrets that will help you
prolong the life of your pellet stove and reduce your need for costly repairs. Here are five tips to
keep your pellet stove running in top shape.



The main reason for choosing softwood pellets is their exceptionally low ash volume. While it is
possible to find hardwood pellets with low ash content, it is more common to find this in softwood
pellets. In fact, singlesource pellets, such as those made from 100% douglas fir, boast some of the
lowest ash values and highest heat values that can be obtained from pelletized wood. This means
less cleanup, less wear and tear on your stove, and ultimately a lower heating bill as a result of the
increased efficiency. That dust is called “fines” and should be avoided in your stove. Fines collect at
the base of the hopper and will eventually occupy the entire feeder opening. While these dust
particles may not produce a noticeable effect after one or two bags, after a full heating season and
hundreds of bags worth of these fines, you may begin to notice decreasing performance from your
pellet stove. Serious mechanical problems, such as failed auger bushings and burntout auger motors
can result from excessive fines that are left unchecked in some models. Other serious safety hazards,
such as hopper fires.Periodically open the mechanical cabinet of the stove to check for fines under
the auger motor. If you find that fines have collected here, there is a good chance that your auger
bushing has worn and will need to be replaced. When the exhaust cannot escape to the outside air
quickly enough, it creates back pressure which lowers the amount of air that can enter the pellet
stove, this will decrease the efficiency of your stove. This will save you a lot of money in the long run
on fuels and replacement parts. However, it is a good idea to first run the stove on “HIGH” to get
your space up to temperature as quickly as possible, and then allow the stove go into a standby
operation where is oscillates to a lower heat range for some specified amount of time, usually 35
minutes or so, before either shutting down or ramping back up based upon the demand for heat.

Humidity can easily enter your stove when it is not in use during the offseason. This can cause the
inside of the stove to become wet and sticky, making it difficult to clean. Additionally, when water
and ash mix, carbonic acid is created which will corrode the steel in the body of your stove. If you
live in a wet climate or near the water, place a container of “DampRid” inside your stove to collect
humidity. Power outages and electrical storms can happen frequently in the Summer, and control
boards can be easily damaged by these events.
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